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Kashmir 

6 Nights / 7 Days  [Tour Code - TK 04] 
Srinagar – Gulmarg – Pahalgam – Sonmarg – Srinagar 

 
Day 01 Srinagar Arrive Srinagar airport and check in your houseboat. Day is at leisure. 

Over night stay at the hotel. 
Day 02 Pahalgam Check out after breakfast and proceed to Pahalgam (The valley of 

shepherds) by car. The total distance of about 96kms ]will be covered in 
about 4 hrs, En route , visit the saffron fields of pampore, Awantipora 
Ruins (1100years old temple of lord Vishnu built by the kind 
Awantivarman), & enjoy the beautiful countryside . Drive throught the 
pine forest, 
Arrive at pahalgam and transfer to hotel. After lunch , walk along pony 
trails with a magnificent  view of mountains.  
Overnight stay in hotel at pahalgam. 

Day 03 Pahalgam Full-day is at leisure in Pahalgam to explore on your own. Overnight 
stay at the hotel. 

Day 04 Gulmarg After breakfast, check out and proceed to gulmarg (the meadow of 
flowers). The distance of 56 kms will be covered in about 2 hrs. 
Gulmarg has one of the best ski slopes and one  of the highest golf 
courses in the world with 18 holes. You can also enjoy a view  of Nanga 
parbat if the weather permits, The view en route from Tangmarg is 
fascinating. The Gondola lift for mountain rides is also available. 
Overnight stay in hotel at gulmarg. 

Day 05 Gulmarg Full-day is at leisure in Gulmarg to explore on your own. Overnight stay 
at the hotel 

Day 06 Srinagar Check out after breakfast and proceed to Srinagar and check in your 
hotel. Later proceed on a sightseeing your of Srinagar. Visit Mughal 
Gardens , visting Nishat Bagh built by Asaf khan, the brother –in –law 
of emperor jehangir in 1633A.D & Shalimar bagh built by Jehangir for 
his wife empress Noor Jahan. Also visit Cheshme Shahi (The Royal 
spring), built by emperor shah jahan in 1632 A.D because of the 
sweetness of its water. All the gardens  are situated on the banks of the 
Dal lake with the Zabarwan hill in the background. 
Enroute visit a carpet weaving factory. Overnight stay at the hotel 

Day 07 Sonamarg Full day excursion to sonamarg by car. The distance of about 80 kms 
will be covered in about 3 hrs time. Sonamarg lies in Sindh valley 
strewn with flowers & surrounded by mountains. Sonamarg is also the 
base for some interesting treks to high altitude Himalayan lakes, Drive 
back from sonamarg in the evening. Overnight stay at the hotel. 

Day 08 Return Proceed to Srinagar airport for your return flight. 
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Tour cost starts @ Rs. 23,750/- Per Person 
 
 

Inclusions 
1. Stay as per the itinerary 
2. Daily breakfast & dinner at all the places 
3. AC Car at disposal throughout the tour for transfers as well as sight seeing 
4. Daily driver’s allowance, toll and parking charges 
5. Sight seeing as per the itinerary 
6. Applicable hotel taxes 

 
 
 
Important Note: 
Due to Union problem, our vehicles will not operate locally in Pahalgam and Gulmarg. All 
sight seeing at both the places are either to be covered by your own on foot, pony back or 
by hiring local cars.  
 
 
Cost Does Not Include 

1. Meals except specified 
2. Service tax as applicable 
3. Entrance fees 
4. Any extras not mentioned in the ‘Inclusions’ column above 

 


